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Population grids for Spain can be
traced back to 1976:
Metropolitan development of Madrid: Their
geo-demographic implications by Julio
Vinuesa. 1976. Instituto de Estudios
Madrileños.

An enormous effort of a single individual
researcher. It was done “by hand”, with
paper maps, a desk calculator and
previous to the development of GIS
techniques!
Unfortunately, it had no continuity…
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The EEA population grid for
Spain...
• Despite some
differences…

…visual impression is pretty
much the same if we draw
population density under a
uniform distribution
assumption.
Uniform assumption at LAU2 level3

The EEA population grid for
Spain...
This confirms well known facts:
1. Top-down methods tend to: (i) underestimate
urban population, and (ii) overestimate rural
population (Gallego, 2010).
2. Quality, and resolution, of the land cover
layer is more important than the choice of the
downscaling algorithm (Martin et al 2000).
3. Dasymetric mapping is poorer in areas where
municipalities are large and heterogeneous in
size (Gallego, 2010).
Which in turns agrees with empirical
observation of the Spanish landscape.
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The EEA population grid for
Spain...
With a Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU) of
25 Ha, Corine Land Cover misses most
of the nucleus in the rural areas, and
spreads the population in these areas in
a similar way as to the uniform
distribution assumption.
An example from a NUTS 3 region
(Burgos), with 371 municipalities, is
highly illustrative of the problem.
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NUTS 3, LAU 2 & CLC 2006:
Burgos

Only in 34, out of 371 municipalities
(9,2%), CLC 2006 reports urban
fabric (classes 111 or 112).
Only in 74 municipalities (19,9%)
CLC 2006 reports artificial surface 6
(class 1).

If you fly over Spain...
You will see a very concentrated population, in
clearly defined nucleus, and an almost empty
space in most of the country, specially in the
interior.
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If you fly over Spain...
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Spain is an example of very
heterogeneous municipalities…
In surface area: From tiny municipalities,
as small as 30 Ha (Emperador, 46117):
NUTS 3: Valencia (265 LAU 2) – 10,805 Km2
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Spain is an example of very
heterogeneous municipalities…
To huge ones, such as 175,003 Ha (Cáceres,
10037)
NUTS 3: Cáceres (219 LAU 2) – 19,868 Km2
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Spain is an example of very
heterogeneous municipalities…
In population: we have more than 8,000
municipalities, but more than 60% have less than
1,000 inhabitants, and less than 1% have more
than 100,000 inhabitants.
Average municipal size is about 5,000
inhabitants, but median size is lower than 600
people.
In the last Census, 2001, the minimum size is
only 7 inhabitants (Salcedillo, 44203, & Illán de
Vacas, 45080), whereas the maximum is Madrid
(28079), the capital, with almost 3 million people.
Two municipalities account for 10,9% of the
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country´s population.

Spain is an example of very
heterogeneous municipalities…
As a result, extreme densities appear, even
at the municipal scale. They range from a
minimum of 0.33 inhab/Km2 (Viacamp y
Litera, 22247) to a maximum of 19,683.5
inhab/Km2 (Mislata, 46169; with a surface
area of only 2.06 Km2).
The Gini index of concentration is about
0.822 at the municipal scale under a uniform
distribution assumption, which is very high;
but landscape observation indicates that it
should be a lot higher.
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With a complex structure…
Some of the territory does not belong to a
single municipality.
They don´t have assigned population.
To our knowledge; a
clear, complete and
exhaustive reference
list of these
territories, and their
boundaries, is still
lacking.
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With a complex structure…
Many municipalities have their territory split in several small
areas.

Xátiva (46145)
30 polygons, some of them
tiny.
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With a complex structure…
Others have “donut”
polygons.

Albarracín (44145)
18 municipalities completely
inside their territory.
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With a complex structure…
And others have polygons
with a single contact point.

Mohedas de Granadilla (10124)
An “eight” shape, with a single contact point between two
polygons.
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Bottom-up and alternatives…
With such a huge heterogeneity, dasymetric mapping at
municipal level is likely to produce very bad results for
Spain.
Moreover, a single downscaling method is likely to be
inappropriate for all situations (countries or regions).
At present, the only population grid for Spain as a
whole is the one available from the EEA using the 2001
Census population at LAU2 level, plus CLC2000 &
LUCAS as auxiliary information.
This excludes the worldwide population grids of
LandScan and the Gridded Population of the World
(CIESIN), built by remote sensing and referred to
“ambient population”.
It is generally agreed that: “The best way to produce a
gridded map of population density is collecting individual17
data with coordinates of the dwellings and counting the

Bottom-up and alternatives…

1.
2.
3.

The question we want to posit is: Can we improve the existing
population grid for Spain (with relatively little effort) if we lack
such a detailed data set?
We think yes, we can. Even it turned out more costly and time
consuming than we thought when we began working on this
topic.
We focus on:
“Night population” or residential population: locating each
person in his/her dwelling.
An (almost) automatic procedure (ideally no interactive
corrections), so it can be updated regularly with little cost.
Combining public population data beyond LAU2 level with
public cartographic data.
Given sufficiently detailed population data, and because
scattered population if scarce, we can try to locate (most of)
the population at his residence in urban nucleus.
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Flying over Spain again...
With a given criteria (which does
not exists), you can draw urban
boundaries around settlements,
and locate (most of) the population
in them.
Essentially a binary method
(Langford & Unwin, 1994; Langford
2007).

Unfortunately this
information is not
readily available, but
the population data is.
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Population Data and
Administrative Structure
Public population data beyond LAU2 level, published by the
NSI (Instituto Nacional de Estadística), is available in two
formats.

After experimenting with census tracts we decided to use
the nucleus/scattered population data (Nomenclator).
The institution responsible for the cartographic data is the
National Geographical Institute, a different institution from
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the NSI.

Census Tracts.
Census tracts are used for managing the electoral census
and for survey design structure.
The surface area of a municipality is completely divided
into census tracts according to population thresholds.
They are polygons, and a polygon shape file exists for
them, even its quality is doubtful (a lot of
misalignments,…).
They change often, and there is no historical record of
changes.
Surface area heterogeneity is still bigger than among
municipalities.
1. For small villages: 1 municipality = 1 census tract, no
advantage.
2. For intermediate villages shape is quite arbitrary, no clear
advantage over municipalities.
3. For big cities they can represent a real advantage over the21
uniform distribution assumption within the urban polygon.

Census Tracts: Big cities
In a highly urban dense environment, census tracts can
improve the distribution a great deal, even if we still use
CLC.

Valencia (45250) = 607 census
tracts, heterogeneous in size
and unevenly distributed.
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Census Tracts: Medium
Villages
Villar del Arzobispo (45258): 2 census tracts.
Tract 2, with a similar population than tract 1, includes part of
the urban nucleus plus all agricultural and natural vegetation
surface. This is confirmed by CLC2006.
In fact CLC identifies the urban nucleus pretty well in this case,
and the nomeclator tell us that outside this we have only 6.1%
of the population.
Census tract 1:
1,772
inhabitants

3,828
inhabitants

Census tract 2:
2,056
inhabitants

Nomenclator
:
Urban
nucleus:
3,594 (93.9%)
Scattered:
234 (6.1%)
inhabitants
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Nomenclator.
A full and comprehensive list of settlements, with their
urban nucleus and scattered population, for each
municipality exists on a yearly basis: The “Nomenclator”.
Municipalities are administrative divisions (with an
historical background); the nomenclator is intended to
study the settlement of the population, and it seems
ideal for a population grid: it offers more than 70,000
records.
Settlements don´t have a surface assigned to them, so
there is no polygon shape file.
They have assigned coordinates, so there is available a
point shape file with coordinates for each settlement.
They change somewhat from year to year and continuity
backwards in time is problematic, but current information is
quite detailed.
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Nomenclator: Concepts
Settlement: A set of dwellings, clearly differentiated within
the municipality, that can be used for living (not
necessarily the whole year).
1. Urban nucleus: at least 10 buildings with an urban
structure (streets, squares,…) or more than 50 people.
Includes isolated buildings within 200 mts. of the external
boundaries of the urban structure.
2. Scattered: buildings and houses that are not included in
the urban nucleus are classified as scattered.
Scattered population is only about 3,4% of the total
population, which confirms our flight over Spain.
Public population data is of very high quality, quite
disaggregated, well organized and published on a regular
basis.
Cartographic data is a another question…
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Urban boundaries.
Some interesting projects, currently under
development, that can be very useful for gridding
purposes include:
1. SIOSE: Like CLC but much more detailed and
with a double nomenclature: land cover/land use.
MMU for urban use: 1 Ha.
2. Cartociudad: a street map in SIG vector format.

Unfortunately both are unfinished and raw data is
not available to the general public (at least for the
moment).
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Urban boundaries.
In principle, urban boundaries can be constructed from
digital topographic maps in vector form available from the
National Geographical Institute (IGN).
Given some rules, deriving approximate residential areas
can be easily implemented in a GIS environment.
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Urban boundaries.
In practice we found a lot easier to work with GPS
cartography from Garmin.
This is based on the information from the National
Geographical Institute. Scale is 1:25,000 and the MMU is
35 mts2.
We extract constructions and
artificial structures (polygons),
differentiating between
houses, industrial and urban
buildings, commercial and
transport units (roads and rail
networks with the associated
land, port areas and airports).
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Urban boundaries.
Using GIS tools, we aggregate houses and urban buildings
into greater polygons (using buffers and threshold
distances) and disregard polygons (artificial structures)
lower than 0.25 Ha.
We intersect this layer with municipal boundaries
(pycnophylactic constraint).
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Pooling the information…
Eventually we have three pieces of information to pool:
1. A very detailed list of settlements from the nomenclator
(INE): Population data.
2. A point shape file (coordinates) for the settlements (IGN):
This concentrates de population into a single point.
3. A layer of urban boundaries (polygon shape file) without
any link to the population statistics (Digital vector maps): A
surface to spread de population.
From this, we use essentially a binary method (Langford
& Unwin, 1994; Langford 2007), and no population is
assumed outside the urban boundaries previously
determined.
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Pooling the information…
Given the urban boundaries, the association with the
respective settlement is done with the point shape file, and
if conflicting results arise these are solved them by
proximity GIS algorithms.

Settlements with known
population from public data.
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Pooling the information…
The settlements’ population is spread uniformly within the
urban boundary with an added buffer.

Still some small polygons are
lost if they are far enough
from the settlements.
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The process can be
programmed…
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Summing up:
Given the lack of urban boundaries (and clear rules to
construct them) we:
1. Build these urban polygons using GPS cartography,
2. Link these polygons to population statistics by means of
the coordinates available for each settlement, and
3. Allocate the population of each settlement in its polygon
under uniformity, and obeying municipal boundaries.
This uses only public information, can be easily
implemented in a GIS environment, updated regularly at
low cost and done (almost) automatically.
The uniform distribution assumption, within the urban
polygon, can be relaxed at some cost, which appears to be
desirable in big cities.
We are still experimenting…
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Results: 1 Km2 population grid
for a NUTS 2 region (CVA)
Eventually, the population grid we
get shows a higher degree of
population concentration than the
one obtained by downscaling
municipal data using CLC.
Registered based data:
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Results: 1 Km2 population grid
for a NUTS 2 region (CVA)
In fact the visual impression we
get is a set of scattered points at
the settlement locations, with
some exceptions at the
metropolitan areas.
In big cities we get some
continuity with a highly dense
cells.
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Flying over the
coast…

we can see many residential buildings, but
remember that we focus on “night
population”, locating each person in his/her
“usual” dwelling. So, it is not estrange that
many of these buildings appear as “empty” in
our population grid.
Current estimates (Vinuesa
2008) show that there are 1.5
dwellings per household, so in
gridding population there is no
a one-to-one relationship with
urban fabric.
There is a real need for
seasonal population grids,
since some municipalities
multiply their population by a 37
factor of 10, or even 12, in the

Results: 1 Km2 population grid
for a NUTS 2 region (CVA)
Eventually, we think our grid is
closer to the real world than the
one produced by the EEA, even it
probably concentrates the
population too much.
Their quality is most likely to be
higher rural and interior areas.
Better results can surely be
obtained using superior and more
up to date cartographic products.
And also disaggregating in big
cities with census tracts.
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Results: 1 Ha population grid for
a NUTS 3 region (Valencia)
At a higher resolution differences from the EEA grid are
obvious.
Our grid
EEA
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Results 1 Ha population grid for
a NUTS 3 region (Valencia)
Our grid

EEA

Note: The same colour intensity does not represent the same number of people per cell in each map.40

The future…some open
questions.

In the near future, our NSI is georeferencing all the
buildings of the country, with a particular emphasis in
houses (Census 2011 project). So gridding population will
be a trivial exercise for the next census.

As users, our interest is that sufficient information on
cartographic products are disseminated with the census,
so users can build other grids. This will surely promote
GIS techniques!
In the mid-term, it is necessary to go beyond population
and to provide socio-economic data, income and wealth
statistics, in a common grid for efficient use in a GIS
environment.
In the distant future, if statistics have to be released from
administrative borders we need to move from the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) to the Gross Cell Product
(GCP). A project currently under development: G-Econ.
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Many thanks for your
attention.
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